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ANNA
DILLON
Israel's
Palestinians
Cambridge
University
Press
Benjamin
Netanyahu is
one of the
longest
serving Prime

Ministers of
Israel. For
much of the
world,
Netanyahu is
a right-wing
nationalist
zealot; for
many Israelis
he is a centrist
who is too soft
on Arabs and
backs down

too easily in a
ﬁght. Love
him or loathe
him,
Netanyahu
has been at
the very
centre of
Arab-Israeli
politics since
1990, when he
became the
telegenic
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Israeli
spokesman for
CNN's
coverage of
the Persian
Gulf War,
arguably
ushering in
the
Americanizati
on of the
Israeli media.
Netanyahu is
famous for his
TV skills, but
there is so
much more to
reveal - good
and bad about the man
and his place
in Israeli,
Middle Eastern
and world
political
history. At
present there
is no major
proﬁle of
Netanyahu in
the English
language, so

the
publication of
this book is a
landmark of
considerable
importance,
especially as
in March 2015
he was reelected for a
further term in
oﬃce. Using
the juncture of
the Oslo
Accords to
take the
reader back to
Netanyahu's
formative
years, Neill
Lochery, a
renowned
scholar of
Middle Eastern
politics and
history,
chronicles not
only the Prime
Minister's life
but also the
issues his
career has
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encompassed,
from the rise
of militant
Islam to the
politics of oil;
from the
transformation
of Israeli
politics by the
24/7 cable
news cycle to
the US's
changing role
in the Middle
East.
The Iron Wall
Penguin UK
NEW YORK
TIMES
BESTSELLER •
The ﬁrst
comprehensiv
e account of
the epochmaking SixDay War, from
the author of
Ally—now
featuring a
ﬁftiethanniversary
retrospective

4

Though it
lasted for only
six tense days
in June, the
1967 ArabIsraeli war
never really
ended. Every
crisis that has
ripped
through this
region in the
ensuing
decades, from
the Yom
Kippur War of
1973 to the
ongoing
intifada, is a
direct
consequence
of those six
days of
ﬁghting.
Writing with a
novelist’s
command of
narrative and
a historian’s
grasp of fact
and motive,
Michael B.
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Oren
reconstructs
both the
lightning-fast
action on the
battleﬁelds
and the
political
shocks that
electriﬁed the
world.
Extraordinary
personalities—
Moshe Dayan
and Gamal
Abdul Nasser,
Lyndon
Johnson and
Alexei
Kosygin—rose
and toppled
from power as
a result of this
war; borders
were redrawn;
daring
strategies
brilliantly
succeeded or
disastrously
failed in a
matter of

hours. And the
balance of
power
changed—in
the Middle
East and in
the world. A
towering work
of history and
an enthralling
human
narrative, Six
Days of War is
the most
important
book on the
Middle East
conﬂict to
appear in a
generation.
Praise for Six
Days of War
“Powerful . . .
A highly
readable,
even gripping
account of the
1967 conﬂict .
. . [Oren] has
woven a
seamless
narrative out
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of a
staggering
variety of
diplomatic and
military
strands.”—The
New York
Times “With a
remarkably
assured style,
Oren
elucidates
nearly every
aspect of the
conﬂict. . . .
Oren’s [book]
will remain
the
authoritative
chronicle of
the war. His
achievement
as a writer
and a
historian is
awesome.”—T
he Atlantic
Monthly “This
is not only the
best book so
far written on
the six-day

war, it is likely
to remain the
best.”—The
Washington
Post Book
World
“Phenomenal .
..
breathtaking
history . . . a
profoundly
talented
writer. . . .
This book is
not only one
of the best
books on this
critical
episode in
Middle East
history; it’s
one of the
best-written
books I’ve
read this year,
in any
genre.”—The
Jerusalem Post
“[In] Michael
Oren’s richly
detailed and
lucid account,
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the familiar
story is
thrilling once
again. . . .
What makes
this book
important is
the breadth
and depth of
the
research.”—T
he New York
Times Book
Review “A
ﬁrst-rate new
account of the
conﬂict.”—The
Washington
Post “The
deﬁnitive
history of the
Six-Day War . .
. [Oren’s]
narrative is
precise but
written with
great literary
ﬂair. In no one
else’s study is
there more
understanding
or more

6

surprise.”—Ma
rtin Peretz,
Publisher, The
New Republic
“Compelling,
perhaps even
vital,
reading.”—Sa
n Jose Mercury
News
The Iron Wall
Oxford
University
Press
When the
state of Israel
was
established in
1948, not all
Palestinians
became
refugees:
some stayed
behind and
were soon
granted
citizenship.
Those who
remained,
however, were
relegated to a
second-class

6

status in this
new country,
controlled by
a military
regime that
restricted
their
movement
and political
expression.
For two
decades,
Palestinian
citizens of
Israel were cut
oﬀ from
friends and
relatives on
the other side
of the Green
Line, as well
as from the
broader Arab
world. Yet
they were not
passive in the
face of this
profound
isolation.
Palestinian
intellectuals,
party

organizers,
and cultural
producers in
Israel turned
to the written
word. Through
writers like
Mahmoud
Darwish and
Samih alQasim, poetry,
journalism,
ﬁction, and
nonﬁction
became sites
of resistance
and
connection
alike. With this
book, Maha
Nassar
examines
their wellknown poetry
and uncovers
prose works
that have,
until now,
been largely
overlooked.
The writings of
Palestinians in
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Israel played a
key role in
fostering a
shared
national
consciousness
and would
become a
central means
of alerting
Arabs in the
region to the
conditions-and to the
deﬁance--of
these isolated
Palestinians.
Brothers Apart
is the ﬁrst
book to reveal
how
Palestinian
intellectuals
forged
transnational
connections
through
written texts
and engaged
with
contemporane
ous

decolonization
movements
throughout
the Arab
world,
challenging
both Israeli
policies and
their own
cultural
isolation.
Maha Nassar
reexamines
these
intellectuals
as the
subjects, not
objects, of
their own
history, and
brings to life
their
perspectives
on a fraught
political
environment.
Her readings
not only
deprovincializ
e the
Palestinians of
Israel, but
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write them
back into
Palestinian,
Arab, and
global history.
Lion of
Jordan UPNE
Arguing that a
comprehensiv
e and lasting
solution to the
IsraeliPalestinian
conﬂict
depends on a
resolution of
the JewishPalestinian
conﬂict within
Israel as much
as it does on
resolving the
conﬂict
between Israel
and
Palestinians in
the Occupied
Territories,
this timely
book explores
the causes
and

8

consequences
of the growing
conﬂict
between
Israel's Jewish
majority and
its PalestinianArab minority.
It warns that if
Jewish-Arab
relations in
Israel continue
to deteriorate,
this will pose a
serious threat
to the stability
of Israel, to
the quality of
Israeli
democracy,
and to the
potential for
peace in the
Middle East.
The book
examines the
views and
attitudes of
both the
Palestinian
minority and
the Jewish

8

majority, as
well as the
Israeli state's
historic
approach to
its Arab
citizens.
Drawing upon
the
experience of
other states
with national
minorities, the
authors put
forward
speciﬁc
proposals for
safeguarding
and enhancing
the rights of
the Palestinian
minority while
maintaining
the country's
Jewish
identity.
Mythologies
Without End
Cambridge
University
Press
Challenging

the
consequences
of the
political,
social, and
military
miracles of
the modern
State of Israel,
the author
argues that
the "Iron Wall"
strategy of
making Israel
the dominant
state in the
region has not
produced
large-scale
peace or
prosperity in
the Middle
East.
Israel and
Palestine
Cambridge
University
Press
Israel's
conﬂict with
the
Palestinians,
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and with the
Arab world at
large, casts a
long shadow
over her
history. When
Zionist leaders
formulated
the 'Iron Wall'
strategy in the
1920s dealing with
the Arabs
from a
position of
unassailable
strength they intended
that when
suﬃciently
strong Israel
would be able
to make
peace with her
Arab
neighbours.
This has been
an elusive
hope, and
Shlaim
explores with
an

uncompromisi
ng lens the
reasons for
Israel's long
reliance on
military power
in the absence
of a
settlement.
His analysis
will bring
scant comfort
to partisans
on both sides,
but it will be
required
reading for
anyone
interested in
this
fascinating
and troubled
region of the
world.
The Iron
Cage Verso
Books
A reexamination
of the ArabIsraeli war of
1948 written

9
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by leading
Arab, Israeli
and western
scholars.
Paradigm Lost
Metropolitan
Books
Soon after the
Oslo accords
were signed in
September
1993 by Israel
and
Palestinian
Liberation
Organization,
Edward Said
predicted that
they could not
lead to real
peace. In
these essays,
most written
for Arab and
European
newspapers,
Said uncovers
the political
mechanism
that
advertises
reconciliation
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in the Middle
East while
keeping peace
out of the
picture. Said
argues that
the imbalance
in power that
forces
Palestinians
and Arab
states to
accept the
concessions of
the United
States and
Israel prohibits
real
negotiations
and promotes
the secondclass
treatment of
Palestinians.
He documents
what has
really gone on
in the
occupied
territories
since the
signing. He
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reports
worsening
conditions for
the
Palestinians
critiques Yasir
Arafat's selfinterested and
oppressive
leadership,
denounces
Israel's refusal
to recognize
Palestine's
past, and—in
essays new to
this
edition—addre
sses the
resulting
unrest. In this
unﬂinching cry
for civic
justice and
selfdetermination,
Said promotes
not a political
agenda but a
transcendent
alternative:
the peaceful

coexistence of
Arabs and
Jews enjoying
equal rights
and shared
citizenship.
Goliath John
Wiley & Sons
An anthology
of the most
important
documents on
the domestic
and foreign
policy of the
modern state
of Israel, in
relation to the
rest of the
Middle East
Brothers Apart
Penguin Books
Former Israeli
Foreign
Minister
Shlomo BenAmi was a key
ﬁgure in the
Camp David
negotiations
and many
other rounds
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of peace talks,
public and
secret, with
Palestinian
and Arab
oﬃcials. Here
he oﬀers an
unﬂinching
account of the
Arab-Israeli
conﬂict,
informed by
his ﬁrsthand
knowledge of
the major
characters
and events.
Clear-eyed
and
unsparing,
Ben-Ami
traces the
twists and
turns of the
Middle East
conﬂict and
gives us
behind-thescenes
accounts of
the meetings
in Oslo,

Madrid, and
Camp David.
The author
paints
particularly
trenchant
portraits of
key ﬁgures
from BenGurion to Bill
Clinton. He is
highly critical
of both Ariel
Sharon and
the late
Yasser Arafat,
seeing
Arafat's
rejection of
Clinton's
peace plan as
a crime
against the
Palestinian
people. The
author is also
critical of
President
Bush's Middle
East policy,
which he calls
"a
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presumptuous
grand
strategy."
Along the
way, Ben-Ami
highlights the
many
blunders on
both sides,
describing for
instance how
the great
victory of the
Six Day War
launched
many Israelis
on a
misbegotten
"messianic"
dream of
controlling all
the Biblical
Jewish lands,
which only
served to
make the
Palestinian
problem much
worse. In
contrast, it
has only been
when Israel
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has suﬀered
setbacks that
it has made
moves
towards
peace. The
best hope for
the region, he
concludes, is
to create an
international
mandate in
the Palestinian
territories that
would lead to
the
implementatio
n of Clinton's
two-state
peace
parameters.
Scars of War,
Wounds of
Peace is a
major work of
history--with
by far the
most fair and
balanced
critique of
Israel ever to
come from
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one of its key
oﬃcials. This
paperback
edition
features a
new Epilogue
by the author
featuring an
analysis of the
most recent
events in the
Israeli-Arab
situation, from
the
disappearance
of Ariel Sharon
from public
life to the
emergence of
Hamas and
Israel's recent
war against
Hizballah. It is
an absolute
must-read for
everyone who
wants to
understand
the dynamics
of the ArabIsraeli conﬂict.
The Walls of

Jerusalem
University of
Michigan
Press
Hamas rules
Gaza and the
lives of the
two million
Palestinians
who live
there.
Demonized in
media and
policy
debates,
various
accusations
and critical
assumptions
have been
used to justify
extreme
military action
against
Hamas. The
reality of
Hamas is, of
course, far
more
complex.
Neither a
democratic
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political party
nor a terrorist
group, Hamas
is a
multifaceted
liberation
organization,
one rooted in
the nationalist
claims of the
Palestinian
people.
Hamas
Contained
oﬀers the ﬁrst
history of the
group on its
own terms.
Drawing on
interviews
with
organization
leaders, as
well as
publications
from the
group, Tareq
Baconi maps
Hamas's
thirty-year
transition from
fringe military

resistance
towards
governance.
He breaks new
ground in
questioning
the
conventional
understanding
of Hamas and
shows how the
movement's
ideology
ultimately
threatens the
Palestinian
struggle and,
inadvertently,
its own
legitimacy.
Hamas's
reliance on
armed
struggle as a
means of
liberation has
failed in the
face of a
relentless
occupation
designed to
fragment the
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Palestinian
people. As
Baconi argues,
under Israel's
approach of
managing
rather than
resolving the
conﬂict,
Hamas's
demand for
Palestinian
sovereignty
has eﬀectively
been
neutralized by
its
containment
in Gaza. This
dynamic has
perpetuated a
deadlock
characterized
by its
brutality--and
one that has
made
permissible
the collective
punishment of
millions of
Palestinian
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civilians.
University of
Wisconsin
Pres
“Fascinating. .
. . Shlaim
presents
compelling
evidence for a
revaluation of
traditional
Israeli
history.”—Ne
w York Times
Book Review
For this newly
expanded
edition, Avi
Shlaim has
added four
chapters and
an epilogue
that address
the prime
ministerships
from Barak to
Netanyahu in
the “one book
everyone
should read
for a concise
history of

14

Israel’s
relations with
Arabs”
(Independent).
What was
promulgated
as an “ironwall”
strategy—buil
ding a position
of
unassailable
strength—
was meant to
yield to a
further stage
where Israel
would be
strong enough
to negotiate a
satisfactory
peace with its
neighbors.
The goal still
remains
elusive, if not
even further
away. This
penetrating
study
brilliantly
illuminates

past progress
and future
prospects for
peace in the
Middle East.
War and
Peace in the
Middle East
Yale
University
Press
In 1880 the
Jewish
community in
Palestine
encompassed
some 20,000
Orthodox
Jews; within
sixty-ﬁve
years it was
transformed
into a secular
proto-state
with welldeveloped
political,
military, and
economic
institutions, a
vigorous
Hebrew-
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language
culture, and
some 600,000
inhabitants.
The Origins of
Israel,
1882–1948: A
Documentary
History
chronicles the
making of
modern Israel
before
statehood,
providing in
English the
texts of
original
sources (many
translated
from Hebrew
and other
languages)
accompanied
by extensive
introductions
and
commentaries
from the
volume
editors. This
sourcebook

assembles a
diverse array
of 62
documents,
many of them
unabridged, to
convey the
ferment,
dissent,
energy, and
anxiety that
permeated
the Zionist
project from
its inception
to the creation
of the modern
nation of
Israel.
Focusing
primarily on
social,
economic, and
cultural
history rather
than Zionist
thought and
diplomacy, the
texts are
organized in
themed
chapters.
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They present
the views of
Zionists from
many political
and religious
camps,
factory
workers, farm
women,
militants,
intellectuals
promoting the
Hebrew
language and
arts—as well
as views of
ultra-Orthodox
anti-Zionists.
The volume
includes
important
unabridged
documents
from the
origins of the
Arab-Israeli
conﬂict that
are often cited
but are rarely
read in full.
The editors,
Eran Kaplan

16

and Derek J.
Penslar,
provide both
primary texts
and
informative
notes and
commentary,
giving readers
the
opportunity to
encounter
voices from
history and
make
judgments for
themselves
about matters
of worldhistorical
signiﬁcance.
Best Special
Interest
Books,
selected by
the Public
Library
Reviewers
Best Books for
General
Audiences,
selected by
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the American
Association of
School
Librarians
Defending the
Holy Land MIT
Press
The history of
modern Israel
is a ﬁercely
contested
subject. From
the Balfour
declaration to
the Six-Day
War to the
recent assault
on Gaza,
ideologicallycharged
narratives and
counternarratives
battle for
dominance
not just in
Israel itself
but
throughout
the world. In
the United
States and

Israel, the
Israeli cause is
treated as the
more
righteous one,
albeit with
important
qualiﬁers and
caveats. In
Mythologies
Without End,
Jerome Slater
takes stock of
the conﬂict
from its
origins to the
present day
and argues
that US
policies in the
region are
largely a
product of
mythologies
that are often
ﬂatly wrong.
For example,
the Israelis'
treatment of
Palestinians
after 1948
undermined
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its claim that
it was a true
democracy,
and the
argument that
Arab states
refused to
negotiate with
Israel for
decades is
simply untrue.
Because of
widespread
acceptance of
these myths in
both the US
and Israel, the
consequences
have been
devastating to
all of the
involved
parties. In
fact, the
actual history
is very nearly
the converse
of the
mythology: it
is Israel and
the US that
have

repeatedly
lost,
discarded, or
even
deliberately
sabotaged
many
opportunities
to reach fair
compromise
settlements of
the ArabIsraeli and
IsraeliPalestinian
conﬂicts. As
Slater
reexamines
the entire
history of the
conﬂict from
its onset at
the end of
WWI through
the Netanyahu
era, he argues
that a
refutation of
the many
mythologies
that is a
necessary ﬁrst
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step toward
solving the
Arab-Israeli
conﬂict.
Focusing on
both the US
role in the
conﬂict and
Israel's
actions, this
book exposes
the selfdefeating
policies of
both nations
policies which
have only
served to
prolong the
conﬂict far
beyond when
it should have
been resolved.
Hamas
Contained
PublicAﬀairs
At a time
when a lasting
peace
between the
Palestinians
and the
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Israelis seems
virtually
unattainable,
understanding
the roots of
their conﬂict is
an essential
step in
restoring hope
to the region.
In The Iron
Cage, Rashid
Khalidi, one of
the most
respected
historians and
political
observers of
the Middle
East, homes in
on Palestinian
politics and
history. By
drawing on a
wealth of
experience
and
scholarship,
Khalidi
provides a
lucid context
for the

18

realities on
the ground
today, a
context that
has been, until
now, notably
lacking in our
discourse. The
story of the
Palestinian
search to
establish a
state begins in
the mandate
period
immediately
following the
breakup of the
Ottoman
Empire, the
era of British
control, when
ﬂedgling Arab
states were
established by
the colonial
powers with
assurances of
eventual
independence.
Mandatory
Palestine was

a place of real
promise, with
unusually high
literacy rates
and a
relatively
advanced
economy. But
the British had
already begun
to construct
an iron cage
to hem in the
Palestinians,
and the
Palestinian
leadership
made a series
of errors that
would
eventually
prove
crippling to
their dream of
independence.
The
Palestinians'
struggle
intensiﬁed in
the stretch
before and
after World
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War II, when
colonial
control of the
region
became
increasingly
unpopular,
population
shifts began
with heavy
Jewish
immigration
from Eastern
Europe, and
power began
to devolve to
the United
States. In this
crucial period,
Palestinian
leaders
continued to
run up against
the walls of
the everconstricting
iron cage.
They proved
unable to
achieve their
long-cherished
goal of

establishing
an
independent
state—a
critical failure
that set a
course for the
decades that
followed, right
through the
eras of the
Palestinian
Liberation
Organization,
the Palestinian
Authority, and
Hamas.
Rashid
Khalidi's
engrossing
narrative of
this torturous
history oﬀers
much-needed
perspective
for anyone
concerned
about peace
in the Middle
East.
Righteous
Victims
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Vintage
A New York
Times Notable
Book At a time
when the
Middle East
has come
closer to
achieving
peace than
ever before,
eminent
Israeli
historian
Benny Morris
explodes the
myths
cherished by
both sides to
present an
epic history of
Zionist-Arab
relations over
the past 120
years. Tracing
the roots of
political
Zionism back
to the
pogroms of
Russia and the
Dreyfus Aﬀair,

20

Morris
describes the
gradual inﬂux
of Jewish
settlers into
Palestine and
the impact
they had on
the Arab
population.
Following the
Holocaust, the
ﬁrst ArabIsraeli war of
1948 resulted
in the
establishment
of the State of
Israel, but it
also shattered
Palestinian
Arab society
and gave rise
to a massive
refugee
problem.
Morris oﬀers
distinctive
accounts of
each of the
subsequent
Israeli-Arab

20

wars and
details the
sporadic
peace eﬀorts
in between,
culminating in
the peace
process
initiated by
the Rabin
Government.
In a new
afterword to
the Vintage
edition, he
examines
Ehud Barak’s
leadership,
the death of
President
Assad of Syria,
and Israel’s
withdrawal
from Lebanon,
and the recent
renewed
conﬂict with
the
Palestinians.
Studded with
illuminating
portraits of

the major
protagonists,
Righteous
Victims
provides an
authoritative
record of the
middle east
and its
continuing
struggle
toward peace.
The War for
Palestine
Vintage
Why have
Israelis and
Palestinians
failed to
achieve a twostate solution
to the conﬂict
that has cost
so much and
lasted so
long? In
Paradigm
Lost, Ian S.
Lustick brings
ﬁfty years as
an analyst of
the Arab-
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Israeli dispute
to bear on this
question and
oﬀers a
provocative
explanation of
why continued
attempts to
divide the
land will have
no more
success than
would
negotiations
to establish a
one-state
solution.
Basing his
argument on
the
decisiveness
of
unanticipated
consequences
, Lustick
shows how the
combination
of Zionism's
partially
successful Iron
Wall strategy
for dealing

with Arabs, an
Israeli political
culture
saturated with
what the
author calls
"Holocaustia,"
and the Israel
lobby's
dominant
inﬂuence on
American
policy toward
the ArabIsraeli conﬂict
scuttled
eﬀorts to
establish a
Palestinian
state
alongside
Israel. Yet, he
demonstrates,
it has also
unintentionall
y set the
stage for new
struggles and
"better
problems" for
both Israel
and the

21
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Palestinians.
Drawing on
the history of
scientiﬁc ideas
that once
seemed
certain but
were
ultimately
discarded,
Lustick
encourages
shifting
attention from
two-state
blueprints that
provide no
map for
realistic action
to the
democratizing
competition
that arises
when diﬀerent
subgroups,
forced to be
part of the
same polity,
redeﬁne their
interests and
form new
alliances to

22

pursue them.
Paradigm Lost
argues that
negotiations
for a two-state
solution
between the
Mediterranean
Sea and the
Jordan River
are doomed
and
counterproduc
tive. Israeli
Jews and
Palestinian
Arabs can
enjoy the
democracy
they deserve
but only after
decades of
struggle amid
the
unintended
but powerful
consequences
of today's
one-state
reality.
The Iron Wall
Stanford

22

Studies in
Middle Eas
The question
“Can Israel
survive?” has
echoed loud
for
Israelis—and
Jews, their
supporters
and
adversaries
worldwide—si
nce the
Holocaust.
The recent
upheavals in
Egypt, Tunisia
and beyond
have raised it
anew. Israeli
journalist and
security
analyst Hirsh
Goodman set
out to answer
it, through
rigorous
factual
assessment of
each of the
challenges his

country faces,
and by
consulting
experts and
participants
on all sides of
every complex
issue. But
what he
learned was
that this once
‘essential
question' has
become a
dangerous
distraction. In
this
provocative
and deeply
informed
book,
Goodman
shares his
clarifying
analyses both
of recent
political
events and of
Israel's
strategic
position. He
shows how the
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country's
obsession with
dangers posed
by outside
forces has
obscured the
harder issues
facing it from
within ever
since its
leaders
disregarded
Ben Gurion's
advice to
leave the
territories
captured
during the Six
Day War. By
yoking itself to
the
demographic
timebomb of
the West Bank
and Gaza,
Israel
propelled
itself towards
an invidious
choice:
democracy or
Jewish

identity. Now,
Goodman
argues,
Israel's
survival is
jeopardized
more by the
competence
of its leaders
and ﬁssures in
its social and
political
system than
by any outside
threat—even
the
apocalypticsounding ones
from Iran.
The Iron Wall:
Israel and the
Arab World
(Updated and
Expanded)
Bold Type
Books
An Oxford
professor
reﬂects on key
issues and
contributing
factors
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shaping the
IsraeliPalestine
conﬂict,
providing
comprehensiv
e coverage of
topics ranging
from the 1917
Balfour
Declaration
and the failure
of the Oslo
peace process
to the 1948
War and the
2008 invasion
of Gaza. By
the author of
The Iron Wall.
Six Days of
War Oxford
University
Press
Avi Shlaim's
The Iron Wall:
Israel and the
Arab World is
the
outstanding
book on Israeli
foreign policy,
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now
thoroughly
updated with
a new preface
and chapters
on Israel's
most recent
leaders In the
1920s, hardline Zionists
developed the
doctrine of the
'Iron Wall':
negotiations
with the Arabs
must always
be from a
position of
military
strength, and
only when
suﬃciently
strong Israel
would be able
to make
peace with her
Arab
neighbours.
This doctrine,
argues Avi
Shlaim,
became
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central to
Israeli policy;
dissenters
were
marginalized
and many
opportunities
to reconcile
with
Palestinian
Arabs were
lost. Drawing
on a great
deal of new
material and
interviews
with many key
participants,
Shlaim places
Israel's
political and
military
actions under
and
uncompromisi
ng lens. His
analysis will
bring scant
comfort to
partisans on
both sides,
but it will be

required
reading for
anyone
interested in
this
fascinating
and troubled
region of the
world. 'The
Iron Wall is
strikingly fairminded,
scholarly,
cogently
reasoned and
makes
enthralling ...
reading' Philip
Ziegler, Daily
Telegraph
'Anyone
wanting to
understand
the modern
Middle East
should start
by reading
this elegantly
written and
scrupulously
researched
book' Trevor
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Royle, Sunday
Herald 'A
milestone in
modern
scholarship of
the Middle
East' Edward
Said
'Fascinating ...
Shlaim
presents
compelling

evidence for a
revaluation of
traditional
Israeli history'
Ethan
Bronner, The
New York
Times Book
Review Avi
Shlaim is
Professor of
International
Relations at
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St. Antony's
College,
Oxford. His
previous
books include
Collusion
Across the
Jordan (1988)
and War and
Peace in the
Middle East
(1995).

